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SERMON NOTESSERMON NOTES
A. Job’s Three Friends

1. Who were they?
a. the Greek translation of the Old Testament calls them _______

(“kings” for Eliphaz and Zophar; “governor” for Bildad)

b. they were “orthodox” believers: their theology was ________
2. What brought them together?

a. they met together and came by agreement

(A) to _____________ with Job

(B) to __________ Job
b. in seeing the change in Job, they ______ and ________

c. they showed this silent sympathy for ____ days & ____ nights
B. How Should We Respond to Grief?

1. when we experience it: 
a. appreciate that the presence of friends can provide_________

b. and that this can be a _______ to sustain us in such grief
2. when we are called upon to be comforters

a. no need for us to be problem _________

b. rejoice with those who rejoice, ______ with those who ______

3. Lesson 1: _________ properly to the news . . . . . . . . . Job 2:11

a. we need to avoid our natural inclination to make _______

b. we need to reach out ______________

References in this message: 
Eliphaz of Teman: Gen 36:11, 15;  Jer 49:7;  Story of Keturah: Gen
25:1–4;  Examples of direct or indirect quotes of Eliphaz: Job 5:13
in 1 Corinthians 3:19;  Job 4:8 in Galatians 6:7;  Job 4:9 in 2
Thessalonians 2:8;  … of Elihu: Job 35:7 in Romans 11:35;  Rejoicing
and weeping: Romans 12:15;  Jesus at Lazarus’ death: John 11: 17ff;
Holy Spirit called “Paraclete” (Comforter, Helper): John 14:16, 26;
15:26;  Jesus’ humanity helping us: Hebrews 2:18;  Ministering to the
grief of others: Philippians 2:1–3, Galatians 6:2, Hebrews 4:15–16

(A) with _______

(B) with _____________

4. Lesson 2: ___________ the pain . . . . . . . . . . .  Job 2:12a, 13b

a. pain affects a person’s _________ being, forming a barrier to
our ability to understand and converse with them

b. we should know that suffering can be other than ________
pain

c. we need to be ___________ of the sufferer’s actions and words

5. Lesson 3: _______ in the suffering . . . . . . . . . .  Job 2:12b–13a

a. doing this participates in the work of the ______   ______ and

imitates the character of the ______   _______   _______
b. we can “be there”, “stand beside” a person in grief

(A) by putting ourselves in their place of _____________

(B) as Christians, by intercessory _________

C. I would like to support ______________ in grief through expression
of:



—{1}.  Job 2:11–13 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Silent Sympathy

Job 2:11-13 NIV:  When Job’s three friends, Eliphaz the Temanite, Bildad the Shuhite and Zophar the
Naamathite, heard about all the troubles that had come upon him, they set out from their homes and
met together by agreement to go and sympathise with him and comfort him.  When they saw him
from a distance, they could hardly recognise him; they began to weep aloud, and they tore their robes
and sprinkled dust on their heads.  Then they sat on the ground with him for seven days and seven
nights. No-one said a word to him, because they saw how great his suffering was.

A. Job’s Three Friends
1. Who were they?

a. Greek translation of the Old Testament (LXX) made in about 200 BC,  refers to them as rulers in that part
of the world

b. Eliphaz was a Temanite
(A) either from the city of Teman in the land of Edom
(B) or a descendant of Teman the grandson of Esau
(C) same name as one of Esau’s sons, but not that son
(D) maybe the oldest; certainly the gentlest of the friends

c. Bildad the Shuhite
(A) the tribe of Shuah was descended from Keturah
(B) more pointed and severe than Eliphaz

d. Zophar the Naamathite
(A) nothing more we can guess about him
(B) severe, tending to repeat well-known adages

e. we find by their statements that they were “believers”
(A) moreover, their theology was sound or correct
(B) as only one example — and there are others — Eliphaz’ words in Job 5:13a NKJV: “He catches the

wise in their own craftiness …” are quoted by Paul in 1 Cor 3:19
f. later we will find — like most of us — they had their worts

(A) Job at one point called them “miserable comforters”



(B) they seemed unable to get past their own points of view
(C) became a theological — almost an academic — exercise
(D) let’s not do any more peeking ahead at their subsequent attitudes but, today,

2. What brought them together?
a. observe that they came with fine motives

(A) to sympathize with Job
(B) to comfort Job

b. the situation — one of most common amongst mankind — if you haven’t faced it, you most probably will
— it is grief

c. so let us dwell on the caring concern that brought them — probably from some great distance — to Job
in his grief

d. they saw the change in Job and
(A) wept — emotional — this can pass quickly
(B) grieved — visibly and demonstrably — intellectual

(1) this is a long-lasting result — often for years
(2) this is what asks “Why?” and so on

e. with Job’s friends, it was not for just a moment — not just astonishment — but seven days in which they
made a conscious expression of “holy feelings and acts of love” —{2}.

(A) In the musical, “My Fair Lady,”  Eliza is being courted by Freddy, who writes to her daily of his love
for her.  Eliza's response to his notes is to cry out in frustration: —{3}.

Words!  Words!  I'm so sick of words! ...
Don't talk of stars
Burning above,
If you're in love,
Show me!
Don't talk of love lasting through time.
Make me no undying vow
Show me now!

(B) If we need more than words to express love, then we certainly need more than words that our



sympathy — a result of love — may be seen
f. how do you let your sympathy be seen?

(A) the eye in its demeanour and looks of compassion
(B) the arm in its strength of comfort
(C) the hand in its deeds of kindness:  there are ladies in our congregation here who when there is a

time of trouble will show their care in very practical ways — in the doing of the shopping, in helping
with the house work, in preparing meals, in caring for the children … and so on

B. How Should We Respond to Grief?
1. this message today cannot meet the needs of those who are today experiencing grief

a. but I trust that it will be a blessing to any who are grieving
b. and that those of you who grieve may appreciate that

(A) though friends don’t know what to say
(B) though friends can’t answer the “Why?” burning in you
(C) nevertheless the presence of friends can provide strength
(D) and this is a wondrous help to sustain us in such grief

2. but what about when we are called upon to be comforters?
a. we have difficulty in knowing what to say, so we say anything, the wrong thing, trivialities, nothing
b. some of us are problem solvers

(A) engineering, financial, computer background
(1) examples of Keith and Dave

(B) pastors often have the answer before the question posed
(C) but it’s alright to say, “I don’t know / have the answer”

c. Biblical command to us is rather, Romans 12:15 NAS:  Rejoice with those who rejoice, and weep with
those who weep.

d. let us look at some practical ways to respond to grief

3. Lesson 1: Respond properly to the news



Job 2:11 NAS:  Now when Job's three friends heard of all this adversity that had come upon him, they came
each one from his own place … and they made an appointment together to come to sympathize with him
and comfort him.

a. Job’s friends made a deliberate, thoughtful and considered response to Job’s calamities with a set
purpose of support

b. natural inclinations 
(A) would keep us away with such excuses as

(1) “I don’t know what to say”
(2) attributing to the mourner a desire to be alone

(B) or, if present, we would stay on the periphery
c. or, duty, responsibility might bring us to the griever

(A) but this is likely to be a barren response
d. on the other hand, we can reach out purposefully to others

(A) with care
(B) with commitment

4. Lesson 2: Recognize the pain

Job 2:12a, 13b NAS:  And when they lifted up their eyes at a distance, and did not recognize him … for they
saw that his pain was very great.

a. we need to realize the effect that pain has
(A) on the physical being
(B) on the emotional being
(C) on the intellectual being
(D) on the spiritual being — the entire being —
(E) changing even our nearest and dearest so we no longer can identify with them, “we don’t recognize

them”
b. hence, we need to take pain into account



(A) recognize that suffering can be other than physical pain
(1) arduous toil, heavy responsibilities, disappointments
(2) each can bring oppression of the spirit
(3) and, each have a need for support and sympathy

(B) becoming more accepting of the griever’s words, actions
(1) the grieving sometimes say things they don’t mean
(2) think of Jesus’ mild response to Mary’s outburst upon the death of her brother, Lazarus
(3) John 11:21-22 NAS:  Martha therefore said to Jesus, “Lord, if You had been here, my brother

would not have died.  Even now I know that whatever You ask of God, God will give You.”
(4) comes close to “it’s your fault … do something!”
(5) John 11:23 NAS: Jesus said to her, “Your brother shall rise again.”
(6) He answers the plea of her heart — not her words

(C) when we hurt we really don’t want to hear the mere spouting of platitudes and truisms
(1) pat, superficial answers are really not answers at all
(2) we don’t want to be told, as if we had forgotten it, a truth we are already telling ourselves
(3) we want to be told, “I feel the same pain, the same kind of suffering, even if not the same

intensity”
c. Harold S. Kushner tells of an incident from his youth that made a distinct impression on him.  A business

associate of his father’s died under particularly tragic circumstances.  Kushner accompanied his father
to the funeral.  The man’s widow and children were surrounded by clergy and psychiatrists trying to ease
their grief and make them feel better.  They knew all the right words, but nothing helped.  They were
beyond being comforted.  The widow kept saying, “You’re right, I know you’re right, but it doesn’t make
any difference.”  Then a man walked in, a big burly man in his eighties who … had escaped from Russia
as a youth after having been arrested and tortured by the czar’s secret police. … illiterate and penniless
and [he] had built up an immensely successful company. … a hard bargainer, a ruthless competitor.
Despite his success, he had never learned to read or write.  He hired people to read his mail to him.  The
joke in the industry was that he could write a check for a million dollars, and the hardest part would be
signing his name at the bottom. … But he walked over to the widow and started to cry, and she cried with
him, and you could feel the atmosphere in the room change.  This man who had never read a book in his
life spoke the language of the heart and held the key that opened the gates of solace where learned



doctors and clergy could not. —{4}.

5. Lesson 3: Share in the Suffering

Job 2:12b–13a NAS:  they raised their voices and wept. And each of them tore his robe, and they threw
dust over their heads toward the sky.  Then they sat down on the ground with him for seven days and seven
nights with no one speaking a word to him

a. consider for a moment the name and work of Holy Spirit
(A) Paraclete — One called along beside
(B) Comforter — One making strong

b. consider for a moment the Lord Jesus Christ
(A) at the death of Lazarus — Jesus wept
(B) Hebrews 2:18 NAS:  For since He Himself was tempted in that which He has suffered, He is able

to come to the aid of those who are tempted.
(1) refers to the testings of evil
(2) but also to His sharing of our humanity

Does Jesus care when my way is dark
With a nameless dread and fear?
As the daylight fades into the deep night shades
 Does He care enough to be near?

O yes, He cares – I know He cares!
His heart is touched with my grief;
When days are weary, the long nights dreary,
I Know my Saviour cares.

c. how do we learn to stand beside, to be there for a person?
(A) it means we move from our current place of comfort into the midst of their discomfort
(B) maybe you, as I, have experienced this from people who do not claim Jesus Christ as their Saviour

and Lord



(1) on this human level, can provide strength
(2) demonstrates our common lot with mankind

(C) how much more should we expect then from one who is a fellow-believer
(1) one who shares in the same hope and truth
(2) plus, the added dimension of intercessory prayer

d. so we come to the lesson from the text: silent sympathy
(A) where their grief is so much our grief that words fail
(B) that we share the grief, spreading it around to lessen it
(C) the fellowship that is an antidote to the isolation of grief
(D) the loving statement: “I don’t know how you feel — but I do know that you feel  — and I care”
(E) Joe Bayly in his book, “View From A Hearse” says that one of the best contributions we can make

to a person going through intense suffering and loss is our presence without words, not even verses
of Scripture dumped into the ears of the grieving.  He said: “Don’t try to ‘prove’ anything to a
survivor.  An arm about the shoulder, a firm grip of the hand, a kiss:  these are the proofs grief
needs, not logical reasoning.” —{5}.

C. Let us leave here this morning, then, determined to follow the guidance of some verses from the
Bible in this matter

1. Philippians 2:1-3 NAS:  If therefore there is any encouragement in Christ, if there is any consolation of love,
if there is any fellowship of the Spirit, if any affection and compassion,  make my joy complete by being of
the same mind, maintaining the same love, united in spirit, intent on one purpose.  Do nothing from
selfishness or empty conceit, but with humility of mind let each of you regard one another as more
important than himself;

2. Galatians 6:2 NAS:  Bear one another’s burdens, and thus fulfill the law of Christ. 
3. Hebrews 4:15-16 NAS:  For we do not have a high priest who cannot sympathize with our weaknesses, but

One who has been tempted in all things as we are, yet without sin.  Let us therefore draw near with
confidence to the throne of grace, that we may receive mercy and may find grace to help in time of need.
remembering that this applies to not just to sin, but to our total humanity and its trials and tribulations.
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